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I- Reading ( 30 Marks) 

 

A-Vocabulary (14 Marks) 

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d: ( 4X2=8Ms ) 

 

1- My father works in a big …………….. in Kuwait. 

a) pattern            b) iceberg      c) factory   d) medal  

2- Don't …………..the last edition of  I phone 8. It's amazing. 

a) waste             b) miss                 c) prefer             d) collect  

3- Babies sleep …………….. when they are clean and not hungry. 

a) soundly         b) carefully         c) finally                   d) slowly  

4- Snakes are very………………….... .They may kill people. 

a) dirty                  b) exciting           c) rough             d) poisonous       

 

B)Fill in the spaces with words from the list.  : (4X1½=6mks) 

 

        (  x-ray / old-fashioned / newspapers / slowly  / exhausted ) 

     

5. Turtles always move ……………………    

6. People read …………………… to know the news.                                                                                         

7. I feel very ……………. because I didn’t sleep well last night. 

8. The doctor suggested to …………………… the patient’s leg. 
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B- Reading Comprehension:(16Ms) 

Read the following passage and answer the  questions  below: 

 

         Sharks have been around for a very long time. Sharks have lived in the oceans even 

before dinosaurs roamed the earth! Sharks are fish, and there are over 400 types of sharks. 

When they have babies, the babies are called pups.   

         Sharks lose their teeth, like humans, but they don’t just lose their baby teeth. They lose 

teeth throughout their lives. When a shark loses a tooth, a tooth from another row of teeth will 

move into its place. New teeth are always growing. Most sharks are carnivores, so they feed 

on other animals, like fish or seals.  

         Sharks might look scary, but they are not usually dangerous to people. People are more 

dangerous to sharks, since people hunt sharks. To be safe, though, it is a good idea to leave 

sharks alone if you see them!  

 

A)Choose the right answers from a,b,c and d:(4x2½=10Ms)  

                                                              

1. The main idea of paragraph three is …………….. 

 a- where sharks live                     b- how to hunt sharks 

 c- what sharks eat                        d- how dangerous sharks are 

2.The underlined word they in line 4 refers to: 

a- people                           b- sharks                         c-  teeth                   d- humans 

3.The underlined word hunt in line 6 means: 

a-catch                             b- hurt                              c- feed                       d-hit 

4. The purpose of the writer in paragraph two is to ………………………….  

a- say where sharks live 

b- explain the difference between sharks and people 

c- show how to be safe from sharks 

d- describe how sharks lose their teeth 

 

B)Answer the following questions: ( 2x3=6Ms ) 

 

5- What do sharks feed on? 

     ……………………………………………………………………… 

6- How are people more dangerous to sharks? 

     ……………………………………………………………………… 
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II.A-Writing:(30Marks) 

 A-Grammar: (11Marks) 

a)Choose the correct answer between brackets: (4X2=8Ms) 

 

  Mr. Ali (uses to – used to – using to ) play football. One day while he (ran – is running – was 

running ) he fell on the ground. He ( broke – break – breaking ) his leg and couldn't play 

football any more. Now he enjoys (read – reading – reads) books. 

 

b)Do as shown between brackets: (2x1½=3Ms) 

 

10. If he ( read ) a lot, he will learn many words    (Correct )  

……………………………………………………………………… 

13.That’s the man. He fishes in the sea every day                       ( Join with who)  

……………………………………………………………………… 

 

B- Writing (15Ms) 

Write a paragraph of 6 sentences about “water” . The following  guide words may help 

you:          

( important  –  use   –  sea  –   save  –  dirty water  –  die) 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………….……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Exposition of     

ideas (12) 

Grammar & spelling(1) Handwriting (1)  punctuation(1) Total(15) 

    

 

15 
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C- Spelling (4Ms) 

Write the missing letters: ( 4X1=4Ms) 

 

1-The f-rni-ure of  our new house is very e-pens-ve. 

          ……………………………………………………………………… 

2- The rece-tion-st left her work s-dde-ly . 

          ……………………………………………………………………… 
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